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SUMMARY

Autism has been described as a disorder of general
neural processing, but the particular processing
characteristics that might be abnormal in autism
have mostly remained obscure. Here, we present
evidence of one such characteristic: poor evoked
response reliability. We compared cortical response
amplitude and reliability (consistency across trials)
in visual, auditory, and somatosensory cortices of
high-functioning individuals with autism and con-
trols. Mean response amplitudes were statistically
indistinguishable across groups, yet trial-by-trial
response reliability was significantly weaker in
autism, yielding smaller signal-to-noise ratios in all
sensory systems. Response reliability differences
were evident only in evoked cortical responses and
not in ongoing resting-state activity. These findings
reveal that abnormally unreliable cortical responses,
even to elementary nonsocial sensory stimuli, may
represent a fundamental physiological alteration of
neural processing in autism. The results motivate a
critical expansion of autism research to determine
whether (and how) basic neural processing proper-
ties such as reliability, plasticity, and adaptation/
habituation are altered in autism.

INTRODUCTION

Autism is a multifaceted and heterogeneous developmental

disorder, which is characterized by three ‘‘core’’ behavioral

symptoms (social difficulties, communication problems, and

repetitive behaviors) (DSM-IV-TR, 2000) and a long list of

‘‘secondary’’ symptoms (e.g., epilepsy, intellectual disability,

motor clumsiness, and sensory sensitivities). Neurobiological

studies of autism can be divided broadly into two general

approaches. The first approach has focused on identifying brain

areas that exhibit abnormal functional responses when individ-

uals with autism perform particular social/cognitive tasks that

are associated with the ‘‘core’’ symptoms (Chiu et al., 2008;

Dapretto et al., 2006; Humphreys et al., 2008; Pelphrey et al.,

2005; Redcay and Courchesne, 2008). The implicit assumption

has been that specific behavioral impairments (e.g., difficulties
imitating facial expressions) can be associated with dysfunc-

tions in particular brain areas/modules (e.g., mirror system areas

[Dapretto et al., 2006]) and that autism can be successfully

described as a combination of perturbations in different social/

cognitive brain systems. The second approach has focused on

characterizing brain architecture in autism by assessing the

integrity of anatomical connections and the strength of func-

tional synchronization between neural populations located in

different brain areas. Anatomical studies have reported wide-

spread abnormalities in neural organization (Casanova et al.,

2002), white matter integrity (Ben Bashat et al., 2007; Thomas

et al., 2011), and cellular morphology (Bauman and Kemper,

2005), while functional studies have reported that the correla-

tions in activity between functionally related brain areas is

generally weaker in autism during the performance of tasks

(Just et al., 2007) and during rest (Kennedy and Courchesne,

2008) or sleep (Dinstein et al., 2011). A clear conclusion from

these investigations is that individuals with autism exhibit wide-

spread functional and anatomical abnormalities in multiple brain

systems.

This conclusion has led to proposals that autism might be

better described as a general disorder of neural processing

(Belmonte et al., 2004; Minshew et al., 1997), in which neural

responses might be ‘‘noisier’’ or less reliable (Baron-Cohen

andBelmonte, 2005; Dakin and Frith, 2005; Rubenstein andMer-

zenich, 2003; Simmons et al., 2009). An advantage of these theo-

ries is that they offer a more parsimonious explanation of autism:

instead of considering multiple independent physiological ab-

normalities, each located in a distinct social/cognitive brain

area, they explicitly state that all of the ‘‘core’’ and ‘‘secondary’’

behavioral symptoms of an individual emerge through develop-

ment of a single pathological abnormality that has widespread

developmental effects on multiple brain systems. These theo-

ries, however, have been rather vague and have largely based

their arguments on behavioral observations or on speculations

regarding the developmental effects of genetic abnormalities

associated with autism. Only two previous studies have pre-

sented evidence of greater response variability in autism. The

first reported that individuals with autism exhibited more

variable fMRI responses in motor and visual brain areas during

the execution and observation of hand movements (Dinstein

et al., 2010) and the second documented more variable EEG

responses in autism during the observation of Gabor patches

(Milne, 2011). The purpose of the current study was to perform

a systematic examination of response reliability in autism by

testing multiple sensory systems in the same individuals and to
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Figure 1. Statistical Parameter Maps Showing the Significance of

Activation Evoked by the Unattended Sensory Stimuli

Orange: autism group. Blue: control group. The activation of both groups is

presented on a flattened representation of a single subject’s cortical surface.

Random effects analysis, p < 0.01. Cluster size > 15 mm3 in diameter.
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better understand which components of brain activity contribute

to the difference in response reliability across subject groups.

In the current study, we characterized cortical responses

independently in visual, auditory, and somatosensory sensory

systems of high-functioning adults with autism and matched

controls using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).

Evoked response amplitudes, on average, were statistically

indistinguishable across groups, yet within-subject trial-by-trial

response variability was significantly larger in individuals with

autism, yielding significantly weaker signal-to-noise ratios in all

three cortical sensory systems. Only the stimulus-evoked re-

sponses were unreliable in autism; variability of ongoing cortical

activity in areas that did not respond to the sensory stimuli and

variability of ongoing activity during a separate resting-state

scan did not differ significantly across groups. We suggest that

poor neural reliability is a widespread cortical characteristic of

autism, evident in the evoked responses of multiple brain areas,

and that this neural atypicality may be a consequence of altered

synaptic development (Bourgeron, 2009; Gilman et al., 2011;

Zoghbi, 2003) and/or imbalanced excitation/inhibition (Markram

et al., 2007; Rubenstein and Merzenich, 2003). These findings

support theories emphasizing the role of sensory abnormalities

in autism development (Happé and Frith, 2006; Markram et al.,

2007; Mottron et al., 2006) as well as theories that describe

autism as a disorder characterized by greater neural ‘‘noise’’

(Baron-Cohen and Belmonte, 2005; Dakin and Frith, 2005;

Rubenstein and Merzenich, 2003; Simmons et al., 2009).

RESULTS

Each participant completed three event-related fMRI ex-

periments, which enabled us to measure stimulus-evoked

responses independently in the visual, auditory, and somatosen-

sory systems. The visual stimulus consisted of moving white

dots, presented in two circular apertures, one on either side of

fixation, against a black background. The auditory stimulus

consisted of pure tone beeps, which were presented to both

ears. The somatosensory stimulus consisted of air puffs deliv-

ered through a hose to the back of the left hand. The experiments

were designed to assess trial-by-trial response reliability as well

as response adaptation/habituation (see Experimental Proce-

dures, and see Figure S1 available online). Here, we focused

specifically on the reliability of responses across trials containing

identical stimuli. In all experiments, subjects performed a letter

repetition-detection task at fixation to divert attention from the

sensory stimuli. The temporal structure of this task was unrelated

to that of the sensory stimulus presentations, enabling us to

measure the sensory-evoked activity and the task-related

activity independently of one another. Thirteen out of the four-

teen subjects in each group also completed a resting-state

scan, which enabled us to compare variability of ongoing activity

across groups.

Robust Sensory Responses in Both Groups
Both subject groups exhibited similar cortical and subcortical

fMRI activations to the visual, somatosensory, and auditory

stimuli (Figure 1). The visual stimulus elicited robust responses

in lateral geniculate nucleus and in visual cortex. The auditory
982 Neuron 75, 981–991, September 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.
stimulus elicited robust responses in medial geniculate nucleus

and auditory cortex. The somatosensory stimulus elicited strong

bilateral responses in ventral postcentral sulcus (secondary

somatosensory cortex), which is dorsal to auditory cortex. We

are confident that these were not auditory responses to the

sound elicited by the air puffs, because we presented a masking

white-noise auditory stimulus throughout the somatosensory

experiment.

The strong sensory activations allowed us to define three bilat-

eral cortical regions of interest (ROIs), individually for each

subject: visual cortex, auditory cortex, and secondary somato-

sensory cortex. ROIs were identified using an automated proce-

dure that selected 200 adjacent voxels in each hemisphere,

which exhibited the most significant activation to the stimulus

(see Figure S2).

Cortical Response Amplitude and Variability
Stimulus-evoked responses were less reliable in individuals with

autism (Figure 2). To demonstrate this we show an example of

response time courses to the auditory stimuli, taken from one

individual with autism and one control subject. While response

amplitudes were equivalent across the two individuals, trial-by-

trial response variability was larger in the individual with autism

(Figure 2A; compare error bars between the two curves). An

assessment across subjects revealed that although the mean

response amplitudes in each of the three sensory systems

were statistically indistinguishable across subject groups (Fig-

ure 2B; p > 0.1, one tailed t test), the trial-by-trial standard devi-

ation was significantly larger in individuals with autism in all three

sensory systems (Figure 2C; p < 0.05, one tailed t test). The

resulting signal-to-noise ratios (response amplitude divided by

response variability) were, consequently, significantly smaller in

individuals with autism (Figure 2D; p < 0.05, one tailed t test) in



Figure 2. Cortical Response Amplitudes and Variability

(A) Example of response time courses from a single subject with autism and a single control subject in the auditory experiment. Error bars: standard error across

trials.

(B) Mean response amplitudes, averaged across trials and across subjects in each group.

(C) Standard deviations of response amplitudes across trials.

(D) Signal-to-noise ratios. Each pair of bars presents responses in one sensory ROI during the relevant experiment (e.g., responses in visual cortex during the

visual experiment). Responses are from an analysis of no-test trials, but similar results were found regardless of trial type examined (Figure S4).

Orange: autism group. Blue: control group. Red asterisks: significant difference between groups (p < 0.05, one tailed t test). Error bars: standard error across

subjects.
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all three independent experiments. To exclude gender effects,

we also assessed these results in a subset of 10 subjects from

each group, which contained onlymales. The results were equiv-

alent to those presented for the entire group; significantly larger

trial-by-trial standard deviation and significantly smaller signal-

to-noise ratios across all three experiments (data not shown).

We also performed a complementary linear regression anal-

ysis using a general linear model that contained a separate

predictor for each trial (Figure S5). We used fMRI data from

one scan to identify the relevant ROIs in each subject, and

performed the response amplitude and variability analyses on

statistically independent data from the second scan. Poor

response reliability in autism was clearly evident in this analysis

as well.

‘‘Global’’ and ‘‘Local’’ Contributions to Response
Variability
Larger response variability was evident in the autism group even

when isolating the ‘‘local’’ activity that was unique to each

sensory ROI (Figure 3). The trial-by-trial fMRI variability pre-

sented above (Figure 2) can be separated into two complemen-

tary components. The first is a ‘‘global’’ component, which corre-

sponds to the variability of fMRI fluctuations that are common

across the entire cortex. This component was estimated, sepa-

rately in each experiment, by computing the average activity time

course of all cortical gray-matter voxels and determining its

variance. The variance of the global time course was larger in

individuals with autism, as compared with controls, in all three

independent experiments, although this difference was not

statistically significant (0.05 < p < 0.13, one-tailed t test; Fig-

ure 3A). The second component of variability is a ‘‘local’’ compo-

nent, which corresponds to the trial-by-trial variability that

remains after extracting the ‘‘global’’ time courses from the

data. The global time course was removed from the time course

of each gray matter voxel, separately for each experiment, using

orthogonal projection (Fox et al., 2006). This procedure ensures

that there is no correlation between the global time course and

the time course of each voxel, thereby extracting the fMRI

fluctuations that are common across the entire cortex, while

preserving the local fluctuations.
After removing the global time course, auditory response

amplitudes were significantly weaker in the autism group, trial-

by-trial standard deviations were reduced by 20%–35% in

both subject groups, and signal-to-noise ratios increased by

50%–80% in both subject groups (Figure 3). Most importantly,

individuals with autism still exhibited significantly larger trial-

by-trial variability, relative to controls, in the visual and somato-

sensory experiments (Figure 3C; p < 0.05, one tailed t test) and

significantly smaller signal-to-noise ratios across all three exper-

iments (Figure 3D; p < 0.05, one tailed t test).

Evoked Responses and Ongoing Activity
Two complementary analyses revealed that larger variability in

autism was evident only in cortical stimulus-evoked responses

and not in ongoing activity fluctuations (Figure 4). In the first anal-

ysis, we selected 40 nonresponding cortical ROIs (e.g., anterior

cingulate, superior frontal gyrus, and precuneus) separately in

each subject, using an automated anatomical procedure (see

Experimental Procedures). For each of these ROIs, we per-

formed an identical analysis to that presented above for the

sensory ROIs; assessing their mean response amplitude, trial-

by-trial response variability, and signal-to-noise ratios according

to the stimulus presentations (Figures 4A–4C). Since none of

these ROIs exhibited evoked responses to any of the stimuli,

computing the trial-by-trial standard deviations offers a way of

assessing the variability of background ongoing activity, which

always fluctuates randomly. The standard deviation values

from each ROI were averaged across the 40 ROIs and compared

across groups, separately for each of the sensory experiments.

All measures were statistically indistinguishable across groups.

In a second analysis we assessed cortical activity in the three

sensory ROIs during a resting-state experiment, which did

not contain any stimulus or task (Figures 4D–4F). Applying the

same logic, we computed mean response amplitudes, trial-

by-trial standard deviation, and signal-to-noise ratios in each

sensory ROI according to the trial sequences from the sensory

experiments. Since no stimuli were presented in this resting-

state experiment, there were no evoked responses in any of

the sensory ROIs, and trial-by-trial standard deviations were

used to assess the variability of the ongoing activity fluctuations.
Neuron 75, 981–991, September 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 983



Figure 3. Response Characteristics after Removing ‘‘Global’’

Average Time Courses

(A) Standard deviation of ‘‘global’’ time course, averaged across subjects of

each group.

(B–D) Same format as Figure 2, but after removing the ‘‘global’’ time course. (B)

Mean response amplitudes. (C) Standard deviations of response amplitude

across trials. (D) Signal-to-noise ratios.

Orange: autism group. Blue: control group. Red asterisk: significant difference

between groups after regressing out ‘‘global’’ average. Error bars: standard

error across subjects. Light blue and dark orange lines show results from

Figure 2 (before removing the ‘‘global’’ time course) for comparison.
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In agreement with the first analysis, all measures were statisti-

cally indistinguishable across groups. In both analyses, we first

removed the global mean time course by orthogonal projection,

so as to assess only local variance, but results were also statis-

tically indistinguishable across groups when omitting this step.

Consistency across Experiments and Relationship with
IQ and Autism Severity
Subjects who exhibited a low signal-to-noise ratio in one sensory

modality tended to exhibit a low signal-to-noise ratio in the other

two modalities as well (Figure 5, top). We computed the correla-

tion between signal-to-noise ratios across pairs of modalities in

each group separately as well as across all subjects from both

groups. All correlations were positive and most were statistically

significant as assessed by randomization tests (see Experi-

mental Procedures). Note that correlations across all subjects

would be expected because of the signal-to-noise difference

across groups, yet correlations within each group suggest a

subject-by-subject correspondence of signal-to-noise ratios

across sensory systems.

Signal-to-noise ratios in the autism group were positively

correlated with IQ scores (Figure 5, middle) and negatively corre-

lated with autism symptom severity as assessed by the ADOS

test (Figure 5, bottom) in all three experiments. However, only

the correlation between signal-to-noise and IQ in the visual

experiment was statistically significant.

Subcortical Responses
There was no evidence of signal-to-noise differences across

subject groups in subcortical nuclei (Figure 6).Wemanually iden-
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tified two subcortical ROIs—the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN)

and the medial geniculate nucleus (MGN)—using the average

activation maps across all subjects in each group (Figure 1).

Analyses of the responses in the two ROIs did not reveal any

significant differences between groups in any of the measures

(Figures 6A–6C).

Cortical Responses to Letter Repetition-Detection Task
Both subject groups exhibited robust motor responses when

indicating letter repeats via a button press (Figure 7A). We

used these responses to identify three motor ROIs (Figure S2):

left primarymotor cortex (Mot), right and left anterior intraparietal

sulcus (aIPS), and right and left ventral premotor cortex (vPM).

Response amplitude, variability, and signal-to-noise were statis-

tically indistinguishable across the two groups across all three

ROIs (Figure 7). In this analysis, we combined trials across all

three experiments because the task at fixation was identical.

Task Performance and Response Variability
Individuals with autism were significantly slower and less

accurate in detecting letter repeats than controls. This raised a

concern that the higher trial-by-trial sensory response variability

reported in the autism group might be a consequence of the

performance difference across groups. To address this issue,

we excluded eight scans with the poorest performance in the

autism group and four scans with the best performance in the

control group, so as to match mean accuracy and reaction times

across groups (Figures 8A and 8B). Cortical response signal-to-

noise ratios remained significantly smaller in the autism group

(Figure 8C) even when behavioral performance was statistically

indistinguishable across groups.

The behavioral analyses also revealed that trial-by-trial vari-

ability in reaction times was larger in individuals with autism

when comparing across all scans and when considering only

the subset of scans for which mean accuracy and reaction times

were matched across groups (Figure S6).

Control Analyses
Weperformed several control analyses to ensure that larger trial-

by-trial fMRI variability in the autism group was not caused by

more variable headmotion, heart rate, respiration, or eye fixation

during the experiments. The variability of all six headmotion esti-

mates, derived during 3D motion correction, was statistically

indistinguishable across groups as was the mean frame-by-

frame displacement (Figures S7A and S7B). Furthermore, we

reanalyzed the fMRI responses after removing head motion

parameters using orthogonal projection (Fox et al., 2006) and

found that signal-to-noise ratios remained significantly smaller

in autism (Figures S7C–S7E). A comparison of heart rate and

respiration measurements collected during fMRI rest scans in

a subgroup of participants (6 autism and 10 control subjects) re-

vealed that the variability of both measures was not statistically

different across the groups (Figure S8). Finally, a comparison

of eye tracking data collected from a subgroup of participants

(6 autism and 3 control subjects) did not reveal any evidence

for a difference in eye movement variability across groups (Fig-

ure S8). These analyses reassured us that the difference in

trial-by-trial fMRI response reliability across groups was not



Figure 4. Variability of Activity in the

Absence of Stimulus-Evoked Responses

Same format as Figure 2.

(A–C) Nonresponding brain areas during the

sensory experiments. Each pair of bars presents

the mean across all 40 nonactivated ROIs in each

sensory experiment.

(D–F) Sensory brain areas during a resting-state

experiment. Each pair of bars presents responses

from a single sensory ROI during the resting-state

experiment.

(A and C) Mean response amplitudes. (B and E)

Standard deviations across trials. (C and F) Signal-

to-noise ratios. Orange: autism group. Blue:

control group. Error bars: standard error across

subjects.
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due to alternative nonneural sources that may generate vari-

ability in fMRI measurements.

DISCUSSION

Poor response reliability appears to be a fundamental neural

characteristic of autism, which was evident in visual, auditory,

and somatosensory responses. While mean response ampli-

tudes were statistically indistinguishable across groups, within-

subject trial-by-trial variability was significantly larger in individ-

uals with autism, yielding significantly smaller signal-to-noise

ratios in all three sensory systems (Figure 2). Subjects with

autism exhibited larger response variability even though atten-

tion was diverted to an unrelated task, and even when we

equated performance accuracy and reaction times across

groups (Figure 6). Larger fMRI response variability in autism

was evident only in sensory brain areas exhibiting evoked

responses to the stimuli and there was no evidence of differ-

ences in the variability of ongoing fMRI activity across groups.

This was true both for ongoing activity sampled from nonres-

ponding brain areas during the sensory experiments and for

ongoing activity sampled from the sensory areas during a sepa-

rate resting-state fMRI experiment (Figure 4).

It is notable that such a basic abnormality in brain activity is

evident in early sensory responses to nonsocial stimuli even in

high-functioning individuals with autism. These findings offer

strong support for theories that describe autism as a disorder

of general neural processing (Belmonte et al., 2004; Minshew

et al., 1997) and more specifically as a disorder characterized

by greater neural ‘‘noise’’ (Baron-Cohen and Belmonte, 2005;

Dakin and Frith, 2005; Rubenstein and Merzenich, 2003; Sim-

mons et al., 2009). The results may also support theories that

suggest a role for sensory processing abnormalities in the devel-
Neuron 75, 981–991, Se
opment of autism (Happé and Frith, 2006;

Markram et al., 2007; Mottron et al.,

2006).

Larger Cortical Response
Variability in Autism
Our results are compatible with two

previous studies that have reported
larger trial-by-trial response variability in autism. The first study

reported that fMRI response variability was larger in visual

and motor cortical areas of individuals with autism who were

passively observing or actively executing hand movements

(Dinstein et al., 2010) and the second study reported that

EEG response variability was larger in individuals with autism

who were observing Gabor patches (Milne, 2011). The current

findings go beyond these initial results in several important

ways. (1) We examined three sensory systems within the

same subjects, thereby demonstrating the generality of find-

ings across multiple sensory systems. (2) We dissociated

variability evident in evoked responses from variability evident

in ongoing activity. (3) We dissociated ‘‘local’’ variability that is

specific to each sensory area from ‘‘global’’ variability that

is shared across the entire cortex. (4) We dissociated trial-

by-trial variability from task engagement and arousal by intro-

ducing a demanding letter repetition-detection task at fixation.

Taken together, our results and the previous studies reveal

that response variability is consistently larger in autism across

multiple brain systems (sensory and motor), across multiple

types of stimuli and tasks, across multiple experimental

designs in which participants’ behavior is tightly controlled

or not, and across experiments utilizing either EEG or fMRI

measurements.

While poor signal-to-noise ratios in autism were evident in

all cortical regions examined, signal-to-noise ratios in lateral

and medial geniculate nuclei were statistically indistinguishable

across subject groups (Figure 6). The distinction between the

cortical and thalamic results is indicative of a possible dissocia-

tion whereby weak signal-to-noise may be a specific character-

istic of cortical processing in autism. We do, however, suggest

some caution in interpreting these results, because fMRI re-

sponse amplitudes in thalamic nuclei were weaker than those
ptember 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 985



Figure 5. Consistency of Signal-to-Noise

Ratios across Experiments and Relation-

ship with IQ and Autism Severity

Top: Each panel depicts the association between

signal-to-noise ratios for a pair of sensory experi-

ments. Each point represents the signal-to-noise

ratio of a single subject. Correlation r values are

presented for each pair of experiments (blue:

within control group; orange: within autism group;

black: across both groups). Middle: Relationship

between signal-to-noise ratios and IQ. Bottom:

Relationship between signal-to-noise and ADOS.

Each panel displays the relationship for a single

sensory modality along with the relevant r value.

Orange: autism group. Blue: control group. Red

asterisks: significant correlation as assessed by

a randomization test.
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in cortical areas, thereby limiting the statistical power for com-

paring cortical and subcortical responses.

‘‘Global’’ and ‘‘Local’’ Response Variability
Larger response variability in autism was mostly due to larger

‘‘local variability,’’ which was unique to the responding sensory

areas rather than common to the entire cortical gray matter.

We separated the trial-by-trial variability, which was computed

for each subject separately, into two components. One compo-

nent, ‘‘global variability,’’ was defined as the variance of the

average time course across all gray matter voxels. This time

course contained the moment-by-moment fMRI fluctuations,

which were common to the entire cortex. Such fluctuations

may represent general changes in arousal, blood oxygenation

levels, and other ‘‘global’’ contributors of variability (Birn et al.,

2009). The other component, ‘‘local variability,’’ was defined as

the trial-by-trial variability that remained after the global time

course was removed (Figure 3). This component of variability

represented the local trial-by-trial changes that were unique to

each sensory area. Both components of variability were larger

in the autism group, yet only ‘‘local variability’’ was significantly

larger in autism. Determining how ‘‘local’’ these variability differ-

ences are—whether they are common to an entire sensory area

or unique to the responding neurons—would be an interesting

question that could be further addressed using electrophysi-

ology techniques.
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Removing the global time course

reduced trial-by-trial standard deviations

by 20%–30% and increased signal-to-

noise ratios by 50%–80%. This suggests

that removing the global time course may

be a generally useful tool for reducing

trial-by-trial variability in fMRI measure-

ments (also see Fox et al., 2006).

Another notable characteristic of cor-

tical response variability was its correla-

tion across sensory systems in individ-

uals of both groups (Figure 5, top). This

finding suggests that the reliability of

cortical activity may develop equivalently
across all sensory systems of an individual rather than indepen-

dently in each system.

Variability of Evoked Responses and Ongoing Activity
Larger variability in autism was evident only in evoked

responses, not in ongoing cortical activity, which fluctuates

continuously (Fox et al., 2006). We performed two complemen-

tary analyses to compare the variability of ongoing cortical

activity across the two subject groups, while using the same

trial-triggered average procedures that were used to assess

the variability of evoked responses (Figure 4). In the first analysis,

we computed the mean response amplitudes and trial-by-trial

standard deviations in 40 cortical ROIs that did not respond to

the sensory stimuli (see Experimental Procedures). Since none

of these ROIs exhibited evoked responses, the standard devia-

tions measured the variability of ongoing activity fluctuations.

In the second analysis we computed the same measures in the

three sensory ROIs during an independent resting-state experi-

ment. Since this experiment did not contain any stimulus or

task, there were no evoked responses in any of the sensory

ROIs, and the trial-by-trial standard deviations were again

used tomeasure of the variability of ongoing activity fluctuations.

In neither of these analyses was there any evidence of a differ-

ence between the autism and control groups, suggesting that

only the variability of evoked responses (Figure 2) was larger in

autism.



Figure 6. Subcortical Responses

Same format as Figure 2.

(A) Response amplitudes.

(B) Standard deviations across trials.

(C) Signal-to-noise ratios.

Visual responses were assessed in the LGN

(lateral geniculate nucleus) and auditory re-

sponses were assessed in the MGN (medial

geniculate nucleus). Orange: autism group. Blue:

control group. Error bars: standard error across

subjects.
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Neural and Nonneural Sources of fMRI Variability
It is unlikely that the results obtained here can be explained by

trivial differences in nonneural sources of variability such as

head motion or physiology. Since fMRI is a technique that

measures changes in oxygenated blood rather than directly

measuring neural activity, numerous nonneural sources may

generate fMRI variability and need to be accounted for. The

most important potential source is head motion, which can

generate transient changes in fMRI image intensity that would

cause an increase in fMRI variability (Van Dijk et al., 2012; Power

et al., 2012). A possible alternative explanation of our results

may, therefore, be that the larger trial-by-trial fMRI variability

found in the autism group was a consequence of more frequent

and/or larger head movements.

The most compelling evidence against this possibility is that

the group variability differences were unique to sensory areas

andwere not evident in other brain areas. More frequent or larger

head movements would not be able to generate such spatially

specific effects, because head motion would increase fMRI

variability similarly across the entire brain (fMRI image intensity

changes transiently across the entire brain during a head move-

ment). This same logic would apply to other possible sources of

nonneural variability as well. For example, in theory, greater fMRI

variability in autism could be a consequence of greater variability

in neurovascular coupling rather than greater neural response

variability. Such an alternative source of fMRI variability, how-

ever, would likely affect evoked responses and ongoing activity

in a similar manner. The fact that larger fMRI variability in autism

was evident only in evoked responses (Figure 4) and appeared

mostly as ‘‘local variability’’ that remained after regressing out

‘‘global variability’’ (Figure 3) strongly suggests that it is a charac-

teristic of the underlying stimulus-evoked neural activity.

To further address these issues, however, we performed

several control analyses. First, we assessed the amount of

head motion apparent in individuals of each group using two

different analyses and found no significant differences across

groups (Figures S7A and S7B). Second, we regressed out the

estimated head motion time courses from the time course of

each voxel in the data of each subject, thereby eliminating the

correlation between head motion fMRI time courses. Performing

the same analyses on these processed data revealed equivalent

results—fMRI variability remained significantly larger in the

autism than control group (Figure S7C). Note that regressing

out the head motion time course does not entirely eliminate the

effects of small head movements (>1 mm) that also generate

transient changes in fMRI image intensity (Van Dijk et al.,
2012), but such head movements would not be able to generate

spatially specific differences in response reliability (see above).

Finally, we assessed variability of respiration and heart rate in

each individual during the independent resting-state fMRI scan

and found no evidence for differences across groups (Figures

S8B and S8D).

Synaptic Abnormalities and Poor Neural Reliability
Our findings are compatible with genetic and animal model

studies that describe autism as a disorder of synaptic develop-

ment and function (Bourgeron, 2009; Gilman et al., 2011; Zoghbi,

2003) and/or an imbalance of excitation and inhibition (Markram

et al., 2007; Rubenstein and Merzenich, 2003). Indeed, it has

been reported that several animal models of autism exhibit

abnormally high excitation-inhibition ratios (overreactive re-

sponses) as well as noisy asynchronous neural firing patterns

(Gibson et al., 2008; Peñagarikano et al., 2011; Zhang et al.,

2008). Our results argue against overreactivity of neural re-

sponses, because mean response amplitudes were statistically

indistinguishable across subject groups. We speculate, how-

ever, that neural circuits with abnormal excitation/inhibition

balances may develop and adapt to maintain similar mean

response amplitudes (since neural activity rates are strictly

limited by energy availability [Lennie, 2003]), while sacrificing

response reliability in the process, such that poor response reli-

ability may represent a common developmental outcome of the

different genetic and molecular abnormalities mentioned above.

Neural, Perceptual, and Behavioral Variability in Autism
Unreliable neural activity may be expected to degrade percep-

tion and generate variability in behavior. A common finding

in autism is that individuals with autism exhibit enhanced

perception of details and degraded perception of holistic/gestalt

stimuli (Simmons et al., 2009). It may be difficult to understand

how unreliable neural activity might improve perception of

some stimuli and degrade perception of other stimuli. However,

greater neural response variability in early visual cortex may

enhance the perception of local details through stochastic reso-

nance (McDonnell and Abbott, 2009) and, at the same time,

degrade perception of gestalt stimuli (Simmons et al., 2009).

Alternatively, greater response variability could alter neural plas-

ticity and learning in a way that would favor overclassification of

local details at the expense of gestalt perceptual organization

(Cohen, 1994).

With regards to behavior, there is evidence that individuals

with autism do exhibit greater trial-by-trial motor variability,
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Figure 7. Cortical Responses to the Letter

Repetition-Detection Task

(A) SPM map showing activation during button

presses in each group. White ellipses: approxi-

mate location of motor ROIs.

(B–D) ROI analysis. (B) Response amplitudes. (C)

Standard deviations across trials. (D) Signal-to-

noise ratios.

Orange: autism group. Blue: control group. Error

bars: standard error across subjects.
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which is evident in the accuracy of both reaching movements

(Glazebrook et al., 2006) and saccadic eye movements (Takarae

et al., 2004). Greater trial-by-trial reaction time variability in

autism is evident for a variety of tasks (Castellanos et al., 2005;

Geurts et al., 2008) as was also the case in our letter repeti-

tion-detection task (Figure S8).

Unreliable Neural Activity and the Symptoms of Autism
Determining the relationship between greater neural response

variability and the behavioral symptoms of autism will clearly

require additional research. It is notable that signal-to-noise

ratios of individuals with autism exhibited a trend of positive

correlations with IQ scores and negative correlations with autism

severity scores (Figure 5), provocatively suggesting that cortical

response reliabilitymight be related to the level of behavioral abil-

ities in autism.We speculate that poor response reliabilitymay be

directly related to the development of both secondary and core

symptoms of autism. With respect to secondary symptoms,

unreliable neural networks are susceptible to epileptic seizures

(Rubenstein and Merzenich, 2003), which is one of the most

prominent comorbidities in autism (Tuchman and Rapin, 2002).

Unreliable neural responses in sensory and motor cortices may

also explain why the vast majority of individuals with autism

exhibit debilitating sensory sensitivities (Marco et al., 2011),

motor clumsiness, and balance problems (Whyatt and Craig,

2012). With respect to the core symptoms, unreliable neural

activity early in development may create an unstable and unpre-

dictable perception of the environment, which may be specifi-

cally accentuated in social situations that involve an added level

of unpredictability (unlike objects, humans tend to exhibit vari-

able behavior). Developing under such conditionsmightmotivate

an infant to retract from the environment, avoid social interaction,

and focus instead on the performance of repetitive behaviors that

generatemore predictable neural responses. Even a small bias in
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this direction during early development

may lead to dramatic and heterogeneous

behavioral consequences later in life.

While admittedly speculative, this hy-

pothesis motivates further study of neural

reliability in autism, particularly during

early stages of development.

Specificity of Poor Response
Reliability to Autism
Is poor response reliability unique to

autism or might it also be apparent in
other disorders such as epilepsy, developmental delay, and

schizophrenia? At present, there is no evidence from any other

disorder with which to compare the autism results. Poor neural

reliability is a general physiological characteristic, which is likely

to have profound developmental impact on the function and

organization of many brain systems, potentially altering multiple

components of typical neural processing including synaptic

plasticity, neural connectivity, and neural selectivity. When

considering such broad physiological changes, it seems pos-

sible that unreliable neural activity may underlie multiple cogni-

tive and social abnormalities, whichwould not be limited to those

found in autism. If poor response reliability were to be detected in

other disorders, however, it would be critical to determine the

developmental timing of its onset (which may differ across disor-

ders). This highlights the need for comparative research to char-

acterize the reliability of cortical activity in autism and other

disorders across multiple developmental time-points. Such

research may offer important insights not only into the neurobi-

ology of autism, but also into the neurobiology of other disorders

as well.

Conclusions
Accumulating evidence suggests that autism is a disorder of

general neural processing (Belmonte et al., 2004; Minshew

et al., 1997). Poor reliability of evoked responses may embody

one specific neural processing abnormality, which is common

in autism. We suggest that thorough characterization of other

basic neural processing properties such as plasticity and selec-

tivity are critical for understanding autism and for properly

relating neurophysiological characteristics with possible under-

lying genetic andmolecular mechanisms that likely involve wide-

spread synaptic abnormalities (Bourgeron, 2009; Gilman et al.,

2011; Zoghbi, 2003). Finally, determining the precise effects

that poor neural reliability may have on the integrity of neural



Figure 8. Task Performance and Cortical

Response Reliability

(A) Performance accuracy.

(B) Reaction times.

(C) Cortical signal-to-noise ratios after matching

behavioral performance.

Orange: autism group. Blue: control group. Darker

orange lines show original performance in the

autism group before equating it. Red asterisks:

significant difference across groups after equating

for performance. Error bars: standard error across

subjects.
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processing throughout development will offer important insights,

which may be relevant not only for our understanding of autism,

but also for our understanding of other psychiatric and neurolog-

ical disorders, more generally.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Subjects

Twenty-eight subjects (four female) participated in this study: fourteen with

autism (mean age, 26.5; range, 19 to 39) and fourteen age-, gender-, and

IQ-matched controls (mean age, 26.; range, 20 to 40). All subjects had normal

or corrected-to-normal vision, provided written informed consent, and were

paid for their participation in the study. The Institutional Review Board at

Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh approved the

experimental procedures, which were in compliance with the safety guidelines

for MRI research. Autism diagnosis was established using the Autism Diag-

nostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) (Lord et al., 2000) and expert clinical

evaluation. Full clinical details and inclusion/exclusion criteria are available in

the supplementary materials (Table S1).

MRI Acquisition

Imaging was performed using a Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) 3T Verio MRI

scanner located at the Carnegie Mellon Scientific Imaging & Brain Research

Center in Pittsburgh. The scanner was equipped with a Siemens 12 channel

birdcage head coil, which was used for RF transmit and receive. Blood

oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast was obtained using a T2*-sensi-

tive echo planar imaging pulse sequence (repetition time of 1,500 ms, echo

time = 30 ms, flip angle = 75�, 24 slices, 3 3 3 3 3 mm voxels, field of

view = 192 mm). Anatomical volumes were acquired with a T1-weighted

3D-MPRAGE pulse sequence (1 3 1 3 1 mm). Each session included 1 or 2

runs of each sensory experiment, one resting-state experiment, and one

anatomical scan. The entire scanning session lasted between 1 and 1.5 hr.

MRI Preprocessing

fMRI data were processed with Brain Voyager (R. Goebel, Brain Innovation,

Maastricht, The Netherlands) and with custom software written in Matlab

(Mathworks, Natick, MA). Preprocessing of fMRI data included 3D motion

correction, temporal high-pass filtering with a cutoff frequency of 6 cycles

per run, spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel with 8 mm width at half

height, alignment with the anatomical volume using trilinear interpolation,

and transformation to the Talairach coordinate system (Talairach and Tour-

noux, 1988). The cortical surface was reconstructed from the anatomical

scans, separately for each subject; the procedure included segmenting the

gray and white matter and inflating/flattening the gray matter for visualization.

Experimental Design

Subjects participated in three independent sensory experiments in the visual,

auditory, and somatosensory domains as well as one resting-state experi-

ment, which did not contain any stimulus or task. All three sensory experiments

followed the same rapid event-related temporal structure (Figure S1), which

was designed to enable assessment of response amplitude, variability, and

adaptation (although adaptation results are not reported in the current paper).

Each trial contained an adaptor followed by a test stimulus (Figure S1). Each
run contained 12 adapted trials, 12 unadapted trials, and 12 trials of the

adaptor without a test condition. Most subjects participated in two runs of

each experiment.

In the visual experiment, stimuli were presented in two circular apertures

whose radius was 6 degrees and whose center was located approximately 8

degrees on either side of fixation. Each aperture contained 500 white dots

that moved radially with 80% coherence either toward fixation or away from

fixation. Dots moved continuously throughout the adaptor, disappeared

during the blank and reappeared during the test. Test stimuli moved either in

the same (adapted trials) or opposite direction (un-adapted trials) to the

adaptor.

In the auditory experiment, identical stimuli were presented to both ears

through the Siemens headphones. The adaptor consisted of eleven 150 ms

pure tone beeps (either 400 or 600 Hz) interleaved with 150 ms blanks, fol-

lowed by 200 ms of blank and a test composed of 3 tones at either the

same (adapted trials) or different pitch (unadapted trials).

In the somatosensory experiment, air puffs were presented at two alterna-

tive spatial locations on the back of the left hand (about 5 cm apart). Air puffs

were delivered through a manifold connected to a set of hoses (similar to

Huang and Sereno, 2007). The manifold was controlled by a computer to

achieve accurate stimulation timing. The adaptor and test puffs followed the

same timing as in the auditory experiment. Test puffs were presented either

the same (adapted trials) or different location on the back of the left hand

(unadapted trials).

During all three experiments, subjects performed a demanding letter repeti-

tion-detection task at fixation. Capital letters presentedwithin the fixation point

changed every 500 ms, and subjects pressed a button with their right hand

every time they detected a consecutive letter repeat (1-back). Subjects had

1 s to respond. Correct and incorrect responses were indicated by a change

in the fixation spot background to green or red, respectively.

In the resting-state experiment, subjects were instructed to lay still with their

eyes closed, and the MRI room lights and projector were turned off for the

duration of this scan (8 min).

fMRI Data Analysis

We performed a statistical parameter mapping (SPM) analysis (Friston et al.,

1994) to assess brain activation associated with each experimental condition.

Response amplitudes were computed separately for each voxel in each

subject and then a ‘‘random-effects’’ analysis (Friston et al., 1999) was used

(t test across subjects) to test the significance of response across all subjects

of each group.

ROI Selection

We used a single functional run of each experiment to define bilateral regions

of interest (ROIs) in visual, auditory, and secondary somatosensory cortices

individually in each subject, based on the SPM analysis. The ROIs were

defined using an automated procedure implemented in Matlab that selected

200 adjacent voxels in each hemisphere, which exhibited the most significant

activation to the stimulus (Figure S2). This method ensured that ROI size was

identical across all subjects and that each ROI contained the voxels with the

strongest activation in each subject (strongest activation = strongest

responses and smallest variability across trials). Selecting ROIs that were

smaller (150 voxels) or larger (300 voxels) yielded equivalent results to those

presented in the manuscript, confirming that the results were not limited to
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a specific ROI size. The two subcortical ROIs (LGN and MGN) and the three

motor ROIs were selected manually using the relevant SPM maps of each

group (Figures 1 and 7). We used an identical statistical threshold across the

two groups, which yielded similar ROI sizes and locations (Table S2).

Assessment of Evoked Responses

We performed a trial-triggered average analysis across trials containing iden-

tical stimuli to determine mean response amplitude and standard deviation

across trials for each sensory ROI in each sensory experiment (see Figure S3).

To demonstrate the robustness of this result we also calculated mean

response amplitude and standard deviation across trials using a complemen-

tary GLM analysis where the GLM contained a separate predictor for each trial

(see Figure S5). In the GLM analysis, we estimated the responses only in the

second run of each experiment, which was statistically independent of the first

run used to define the ROIs.

Assessment of Ongoing Activity

We used the same trial-triggered average procedure described above (Fig-

ure S3) to assess the variability of ongoing activity fluctuations in two different

analyses. In the first analysis we sampled the average time courses from each

of the three sensory ROIs during a resting-state experiment, which did not

contain any stimulus or task.We performed the trial-triggered average analysis

according to the trial sequence in the sensory experiments (e.g., visual trial

sequence for assessing the responses in the visual ROI). Since no stimuli

were presented, the mean response amplitudes were indistinguishable from

zero. The ‘‘trial-by-trial’’ standard deviations, however, were not zero and

captured the variability of ongoing activity, which fluctuated continuously

during rest.

In the second analysis, we sampled the average time courses from each of

40 ROIs that did not respond to any of the sensory stimuli.We used the sensory

trial sequences (timing of stimulus onsets) to calculate the mean response

amplitudes and standard deviations across trials in each ROI, separately for

each experiment. We then averaged the results across ROIs to yield a single

measure across all nonactivated ROIs. The nonactivated ROIs included the

superior frontal cortex, medial frontal cortex, medial orbital frontal, anterior

cingulate, precuneus, fusiform gyrus, parahippocampal gyrus, superior pari-

etal cortex, pars opercularis, pars triangularis, pars orbitalis, inferior temporal

gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, and insula, in each hemisphere (20 ROIs per

hemisphere). ROIs were defined anatomically using the Freesurfer automated

parcellation procedure and restricted to 200 adjacent functional voxels so as

to match the size of the sensory ROIs.

Signal-to-Noise Ratios

Sensory and motor signal-to-noise ratios were computed separately for each

subject in each experiment. The ratio was computed by dividing response

amplitude by variance across trials as estimated by either a trial-triggered

average (Figures 2, 6, 7, and S4) or GLM (Figure S5) analysis.

Subject-by-subject signal-to-noise values from each sensory experiment

were correlated with signal-to-noise values from the other experiments (Fig-

ure 5) or with IQ/ADOS behavioral scores (Figure 5). A randomization test

was used to assess the significance of each correlation value: a null distribu-

tion of 10,000 random correlation values was generated by randomly shuffling

signal-to-noise values across individuals and statistical significance was

defined as the 95th percentile of this distribution. Note that this is a more

conservative statistical test than the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, which

assumes a normal distribution.

Task Performance

We computed accuracy on the letter repetition-detection task by determining

the fraction of trials where letter repeats were accurately reported from all

possible letter repeats. Reaction time was measured from the appearance

of the repeating letter to the button press (Figure S6).

Head Motion Analyses

Two complementary analyses were carried out on the six estimated head

motion parameters (three translations and three rotations) that were extracted

from the Brainvoyager 3D motion correction analysis. The standard deviation
990 Neuron 75, 981–991, September 20, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.
of head motion parameters and the mean frame-by-frame head motion were

statistically indistinguishable across groups. Furthermore, projecting out

head motion estimates from the fMRI data did not alter the findings (see

Figure S7).

Physiological Measurements

Heart rate and respiration were measured using Siemens hardware and soft-

ware, which automatically identifies and marks time points containing heart

beats and peaks of respiration. Physiology was sampled simultaneously

with fMRI during a separate rest experiment, which was performed within

the same scanning session as the sensory experiments. We computed heart

and respiration rates and compared their average and temporal variability

across groups (Figure S8).

Eye Tracking

Eye position was acquired with an MRI compatible eye tracker (EyeTrac6,

Applied Science Laboratories, Bedford, MA). Successful eye trackingwas per-

formed in six subjects with autism and three controls. We compared the

average variance of the x and y eye position traces both throughout the entire

experiment and also specifically within windows starting at stimulus onset and

ending 500 after stimulus offset (Figure S8).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes seven figures and two tables and can
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